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Clear Text
much is mythology? Remarkably
enough, the conventional wisdom
might be wrong on all these points. 
I’m sure many of you are won-
dering how I can say that passwords
might not be evil. After all, just a few
years ago I wrote that “the easiest
way to attack ... is user passwords”
and “a better answer is to get rid of
passwords entirely.”1 The answer is
that passwords must be seen as part of
a system; whether they’re a risk de-
pends on how they’re used and
what they’re protecting. More pre-
cisely, the well-known weaknesses
of passwords—that they can be
guessed, stolen, shared, or written
down—might not be the system’s
weak point. Alternatively, stronger
authentication mechanisms might
not be cost-effective with low-
value resources. 
This last point is most obvious
with password-protected Web sites.
If you forget your password, you can
have it emailed to you, unencrypted.
This is in no sense of the word “se-
cure”; rather, it’s secure enough for the
resource being protected. That
someone might guess or steal one of
these passwords is irrelevant; to the
site owner, the real issue is whether
the actual resource being pro-
tected—the subscriber’s demo-
graphic data—is accurate. The US
Defense Department recognized
this 20 years ago; its Password Man-
agement Guideline said 
[P]asswords should be pro-
tected in a manner that is con-
sistent with the damage that
would be caused by their
compromise. Since passwords
are no more sensitive than the
data they provide access to,
there is generally no reason to
protect them, during trans-
mission, to any greater degree
(e.g., encryption) than regular
data is protected.2
The more interesting question,
though, is how to treat important
passwords. One oft-cited defensive
measure—changing your password
frequently—is now being pushed as
necessary for compliance with the
Sarbanes-Oxley Act (www.career
journal.com/myc/officelife/2004
1214-thurm.html). Is such behavior
necessary? In most situations, it actu-
ally hurts security; as such, frequent
mandatory password changes are
probably harmful and hence prohibited
by the act. (The act simply mandates
“internal controls” to prevent fraud; it
says nothing about passwords.)
The reason, again, is that security
is a system property. Users have to
remember too many passwords
these days; if they’re forced to
change them too often, evasive be-
havior results. Password patterns—
secret1, secret2, Secret1, Secret2,
and so on—can’t be detected unless
cleartext of old passwords is stored
(on yellow stickies or in plaintext
files on insecure machines, for ex-
ample). We’ll see more recourse to
insecure backup authentication
schemes designed for password re-
covery or reset. (Many rely on such
“secrets” as your social security
number, which can be purchased
for as little as US$35.3) And all of
this information is much more ac-
cessible to those with the greatest
motive to commit the sort of fraud
that Sarbanes-Oxley was designed
to prevent: your coworkers.
W hat is the right answer, then?The best answer is to use a more
secure authentication scheme in the
first place. If you must use passwords,
make sure they’re strong and memo-
rable. Use single-sign-on techniques
to avoid the “101 passwords” prob-
lem. And change your password oc-
casionally—but not too often, or
you’ll drive yourself crazy. 
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e’re told that passwords are evil, to change
them frequently, and never to write them
down. We’re even told that if you work for
most US corporations, frequent password
changes are required by law. How much of this is true, and how
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